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Art and Drama Group NIMA 
 
The cultural group of young persons “NIMA” (thread) activates in the youth            
employment sector since 2006 in a particular way! Through the support of culture and              
artistic theatrical creations as it appears over the years in classical and modern works              
and the engagement of young people in relevant informal education actions. 
These actions with theatre as learning method used aim, taking into account the             
economic recession and the humanitarian crisis, to strengthen young people's          
knowledge, skills and competences, and facilitate their access to the labour market,            
and to encourage them to participate more actively in society. 
Its actions are a dynamic, social, cultural, aesthetic, conceptual and mental           
intervention in the challenges that young people need to meet inside the Europe, in              
particular the major problem of youth unemployment, which often leads to social            
marginalization and radicalization, breaks the social cohesion and disrupts the social           
peace and democracy. 
 
 
Notice by NIMA 
 
Historically, Art has always had the strong desire to enhance the great            
challenges of life and come to a discussion with man and the world for              
facing them. Particularly, Theatre never stopped its everlasting        
dialogue with Economy and Democracy, especially when these two         
meanings are at crisis. The project “Update in Europe” is a reminder of             
the theatre capabilities to motivate citizens, particularly the young         
generation, into a more substantial contemplation of their daily life as           
well as and broader society in these situations of risk in the Economy             



and Democracy and then, into a more dynamic activation and          
intervention to change the variables, the conditions and the         
relationships for a better future.. 
 



Preparatory phase: April 2017 
Main activity: May – June 2017 
 
The project is built on the knowledge and experience of organizations engaged as             
partners, and it is the result of a draft that prepared before the exchange and finalized                
during the preparatory phase. In the main activity, the participants are gathered in a              
series of workshops and outdoor activities of informal learning that give them the             
capacity to be in contact with the art of theatre as well as with modern technology,                
history and economy, providing them knowledge and skills for their access in labour             
marked and ameliorating attitudes and behaviours that permit them to participate           
actively in society. 

 
International participants 

 

  
Informal Cultural group of young persons, students, graduates and young volunteers           
of Osservatorio Europeo sulla Qualità Sociale (Institute of Political, Economic and           
Social Studies, EURISPES, Istituto di Studi Politici, Economici e Sociali), Italy  
 

  
Students of Aprilof High School (Natsionalna Aprilovska Gimnaziya), Bulgaria 
 
Notes  
The workshops take place at the headquarters of NIMA, otherwise the venue is mentioned 
Morning events take place from 10.30 am and up to 14.00 pm. 
Evening events take place from 18:00 pm and up to 21:00 pm. 
Participants are offered Breakfast daily at the hotel “Orion and Dryades”, situated on Strefi Hill in the                 
centre of an authentic Athenian neighbourhood (http://www.orion-dryades.com/) and a full dinner at           
21.30 in a traditional restaurant (tavern), near the hotel 
If they have them, participants will have to provide their school or student ID cards 
Participants will be offered public transportation tickets for all the duration of their stay in Athens 
Participants will be transported from and to the airport by coach 
Particular support is provided for young people with special needs (transport, equipment) 

 
 

http://www.orion-dryades.com/athens-hotel-dryades/
http://www.orion-dryades.com/
http://www.orion-dryades.com/athens-hotel-orion/


 
Saturday, 20, May, 2017 

Arrival to the hotel, Welcoming by NIMA (the founding         
members of the group) 
 

Sunday, 21, May, 2017 

Morning events 
1st: Τo know as better  
The way of introduction is up to the participants. 
They introduce themselves to their peers using plays and other theatrical tools for             
their presentation, images and music accompaniment or any other tool they want.  
NIMA in particular will use a video to introduce their guests to the group’s work and                
how they aim to spread youth interest in theatre and the dramatic arts, by various               
activities including but not limited to new fresh ways to approach old and new              
classics. On top of that, it will be made clear that one of NIMA’s goals has always                 
been to prepare its members for their foray into the adult world, and help them grow                
into responsible and active democratic citizens.  

2nd: Introduction to the Erasmus +      
program 
The Erasmus+ programme of the European Union (EU) aims to support actions in the            
fields of Education, Training, Youth and Sport by providing grants to fund a wide              
range of initiatives and activities in these fields.  
The programme in the framework of international mobility and cooperation projects,           
gives opportunities to young persons and brings together pupils, students, staff and            
managers, trainees, volunteers, etc, Europeans and non-Europeans from across the          
world to spend a period abroad, to cooperate, exchange their experiences, increase            
their knowledge, professional skills and other social and horizontal competences and           
to enjoy its real benefits for their access in labour market and active civic participation               
in society and democracy as well.  



Also, it supports organisations to work in transnational partnership and to share            
innovative practices in the fields of education, training and youth having a strong             
international dimension in the field of higher education, which opens the programme            
to institutional cooperation and mobility of young people and staff worldwide.  
For more information: https://eacea.ec.europa.eu/erasmus-plus_en 
 

3rd: Discover new cultures, habits and life-styles 
The meal is prepared by members of the groups, using Greek products representative             
of Mediterranean cuisine but also found in traditional Italian and Balkan cuisines too.             
Vegetables, olive oil, corn flakes, fish, meat and chicken, olives, tomatoes, cheese,            
eggplants, squash, onion, garlic, wine, ouzo and tsipouro. Honey and fruit will also be              
provided as well as homemade jams and desserts… 
 

 Evening events 
1st:Visit to Athens Digital Arts Festival (ADAF, Athens Historical Centre,          
Mitropoleos 23), a celebration of the digital era, full of installations and interactive             
installations, video and web art, live performances, animation, digital image,          
applications, workshops and world featurettes. Artists from all over the world meet            
and present creative sides of the modern digital civilization and inspire youth to             
interact with the way art is shaped today, especially as it relates to digital              
creation. Emphasis is paid to the digital depiction of humanity’s problems: the decay             
of the environment, lack of international consciousness and respect for diversity, the            
loneliness and isolation of today’s youth and, generally, their future in a world of              
unemployment that can hardly be called democratic and where true art is almost             
extinct.  

 
2nd: Visit to the Cartoon Exhibition (Syntagma Metro station hall) by the Greek             
Cartoonists Association. The exhibition’s theme is a people’s Europe, and the title is             
“SWEET EUROPE”. 150 cartoons by 29 Greek and 28 British cartoonists from the             
most prominent UK newspapers are on display, the latter sharing their take on Brexit              
on the current state of EU. 

https://eacea.ec.europa.eu/erasmus-plus_en
http://eacea.ec.europa.eu/erasmus-plus/news/e-tutorial-international-dimension-in-higher-education_en


 
 

 

 
Monday, 22, May, 2017 

 
Morning events at the Cultural Center of Zografou municipality, headquarters          
of NIMA 
 

1st: The access of young      
people to the labour market - Theatre game as informal learning method:            
“Europe 2020” 
 

“Europe 2020” clearly aims to achieve development        
without exclusions, for more and better job opportunities for youth, to support            
investments in modern skills and specializations -formal or not-, and finally an effort             
to support social cohesion and a call to action and activism for all, including migrants,               
people with special needs, and generally people with fewer opportunities, coming           
from less privileged backgrounds but also people who approach the policies and work             
of the EU with scepticism (eurosceptics). We use drama tactics and theatre education             
to approach “Europe 2020”. 
 

2nd: Young people in society - Miming as an informal          
learning method: “Lisbon Treaty” 
 

The Lisbon Treaty makes it clear that the active         



participation of youth in the democratic process is necessary. The youth of Europe is              
not a passive onlooker to the political reality of their communities, but political beings              
with a voice worth hearing both by their own countries and the European Union as a                
whole. What does it mean to be truly voiceless? We introduce the teams to the Lisbon                
Treaty through pantomime and other relevant exercises, completely devoid of speech. 
 
 
At the hotel: Evening informal multimedia learning meetings  

 1st :The crisis under the microscope  
NIMA will try to present and interact with information and statistics relevant to the              
crisis using graphics, animation and gif images, sound and videos.  
Main idea: “This financial and social crisis is the result of a crisis in the whole                
system of European finance and the way we enact the democratic process. It isn’t a               
problem that only has to do with one or another side of the crisis. It is not like a                   
specific body part aching, that will be cured after a visit to the doctor but a general,                 
chronic ache, in the entire body. It is not a problem caused by one nation, or a large                  
number of government employees, high wages or pensions, corruption and greed, or            
even just a problem of tax evasion. It’s all of these combined and much more!” 
 

 2nd: “The crisis through social stories” 
The media tends to prefer presenting the personal angle of stories in order to give the                
people -especially their young demographic- news, lessons, solutions and inspiration,          
information and skills needed to deal with the situations that they have to face in this                
time of crisis.  
The members of the Italian teen will use the web and other media to create their own                 
story on how to deal with the problems they have to face in the years of the crisis and                   
then perform their story (in Greek: «Storybird» , http://storybird.com/) 
That approach of the crisis through what is basically social story was chosen and is               
mainly aimed at the participants with disabilities (a lot of visual material to make              
things easier to understand by people with learning disorders like dyslexia and ADD             
but also participants on the autistic spectrum) but also immigrants and refugees. It has              
a very positive effect on everyone.  
 

http://storybird.com/
http://storybird.com/


 3rd : “Europe in Bulgaria– A small cohesive story”.  
The Bulgarian team offers a small look back to the history of the European Union that                
includes moments from the golden age of plenty and over consumption, healthy            
competition, and justice, but also reminds us of the times where equality was tested,              
human rights were not respected, the times of stress and insecurity and zero thought              
for the future, especially by the young and the expatriates coming to the EU in search                
of a better life. And a lot more. All of this is presented through the eyes and                 
understanding of young citizens in Bulgaria. The students take the opportunity to            
express their views and ideas on the European ideals and the common dream that              
unites the members of the union. They paint a picture of themselves as active citizens               
with brand new ideas and unleash their creativity. Their message shines clearly            
through their small and cohesive history.  
The resulting work of the team includes theatrical narration, monologue, dialogues           
and conversations in mother tongue (Bulgarian) and English.  

 
Tuesday, 23, May, 2017 

Morning events at the    
small open theatre in Zografou municipality 
Theatre and Democracy in ancient Athens 
Collaborative theatrical performance with excerpts from ancient tragedy (readings,         
theatrical spellings, playing-roles) in two parts 
 
Proposals: 
1. “Oresteia” by Aeschylus, the bloody story of the family of Agamemnon, King of              
Argos, the ideals of a democracy (“The Eumenides”/ “Erinyes” / “Furies”, The            
Good-spirited or Kindly Ones are the renamed Furies) 
In “Eumenides”, there is a monologue by Athena, the goddess of wisdom. With this              
monologue, Athena defines the meaning of Areopagus!  
The monologue will be performed by NIMA and both other international groups are             
engaged through improvisations. 
 
2. “Antigone” by Sophocles, a tragedy written in or before 441 BC. 
Antigone is a heroine who recognizes her familial duty. In her, the ideal is to defy                



 

Creon’s decree - the King of Thebes, who views law as the guarantor of personal               
happiness- despite the consequences she may face, in order to honor her deceased             
brother Polyneices. 
Haemon is the son of Creon, betrothed to Antigone. Proved to be more reasonable              
than Creon, he attempts to reason with his father for the sake of Antigone. However,               
when Creon refuses to listen to him, Haemon leaves angrily and shouts he will never               
see him again. He commits suicide after finding Antigone dead. 
In “Antigone” there is dialogue that includes a great contradistinction! It is the             
substance of democracy! 
 
THE DIALOGUE 
 
Creon: I am the ruler of this city! Will the polis (City) then tell us what we                                 
must order? 
  
Haemon: 'There is not a city that belongs to one man 
  
Creon: Does not the city belong to the man in power? 
  
Haemon: Only if the city is a desert! 
 
 Each of young participants we learn the phrases in Bulgarian, Italian, English and             
Greek language by heart. The performance/ from the arbitrary to the collective             
position, is guided by the actor and leader of “NIMA” Nikos Arvanitis  
 

Evening event: Rehearsal at the Strefi Hill, near         
the hotel  
The artistic happening will take place in June at the Areopagus (the 1st part, on               
June 1), the prominent rock outcropping located northwest of the Acropolis and in             
Pnyx (the 2nd part, on June 3), a hill in central Athens, where the ancient Athenians                
gathered to host their popular assemblies, making thus the hill one of the earliest and               
most important sites in the creation of Democracy. From that sacred place spoke great              
politicians and thinkers like Themistocles, Aristides, Pericles, Demosthenes,        
Aeschynes, as well as, in recent times, Theodoros Kolokotronis.  
 

Wednesday, 24, May, 2017 

Morning event – Lecture and Discussion: The        
role of the Theatre in the establishment of Democracy  



Τhe lecture is attached as annex as well as the questions for the discussion  

Evening event: Rehearsal at the Strefi Hill, near         
the hotel  
The second and final rehearsal for the theatrical output of the participants that will              
take place on June 1 and 3, in the Areopagus and Pnyx respectively 

Thursday, 25, May, 2017 
Field coordinated and conducted exercises at the Cultural Center, Zografou          
Municipality  

 Morning field exercise 
The people from the local and visiting teams are split into two mixed groups. The first                
of these uses computers and press releases and photos from internet and searches the              
famous term “Markets”. They will explore the definitions of the word throughout            
history, offer their own definitions for it, and try to represent it through by painting. 
Keywords for the definition of the term by the first group: unemployment rates,             
non performing loans, public debt, capital controls- no liquidity, and privatization.  
 
«Market», one of the many varieties of systems, institutions, procedures, social           
relations and infrastructures whereby parties engage in exchange and purchasing 
 

  
Evening field exercise 
 
Interactive Tour at the Ancient Agora of Athens by the 2nd group 
The participants have the opportunity to perceive the development and the changes in             
the site's function through time, as it is recorded in its architectural and city-planning              
differentiations. The Classical Agora (approximately in 400 BC) emphasizes the          
importance of public administrative buildings and the existence of a large outdoors            
area for gatherings and athletic activities. During the Hellenistic Period          
(approximately in 150 BC) the dominant feature is the large commercial buildings            
(stoas), while emphasis is placed on the beneficiary activity of the Hellenistic rulers.             
Finally, the Roman aspect of the Agora (approximately in 150 AD) records its gradual              
weakening as an administrative and commercial centre, something that allowed the           
development of its religious and cultural character, since new temples were           



constructed, the odeum, the library and the nymphaeum. 
 
For Information visit: http://www.tholos254.gr/projects/agora/gr/index.html and  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ssbNi0c7RAI 
 
The real walk in the Ancient Agora of Athens will take place on Friday, June 2 
 
Notes:  
"Hellenic Cosmos", the Cultural Centre of the Foundation of the Hellenic World, is an              
ultra-modern Cultural Centre and Museum, a multifunctional area where visitors experience           
Hellenic history and culture, while at the same time it is a venue of cultural creation and                 
expression. In its areas a wide range of activities is organized, open to people of all ages and                  
interests: Interactive exhibitions, Virtual Reality Tours, Educational Programmes,        
Conferences, Theatrical Performances, Internet Café, Documentaries, art events through the          
use of state-of-the-art technology and audiovisual and interactive media that provide a new             
way for the dissemination of historical information, where the audience participates actively,            
wonders, intervenes and shapes the way the happenings develop.  

 
Friday, 26, May, 2017 

Morning event with free interactive      
simulations (video): To advance European citizenship - Starting point: “the          
Athenian citizen” 
 
http://study.com/academy/lesson/daily-life-in-ancient-athens.html 
The participants explore the culture of ancient Athens and experience the daily life of              
an Athenian citizen. 
http://study.com/academy/lesson/athenian-democracy-solon-and-cleisthenes.html 
It took many years since Athens created the first democracy, and multiple leaders             
developed the system of today. The participants learn about who took control, what             
reforms they made and how the people revolted against the old system. 
http://study.com/academy/lesson/citizenship-rights-of-europeans.html 
The participants briefly explore the evolution of the European Union (EU) and the             
notion of EU citizenship; they discover exactly who is an EU citizen and the rights               
EU citizens enjoy. 
http://study.com/academy/lesson/civil-society-and-citizenship.html 
Citizenship and civil society are important concepts in the modern Europe. The            
participants learn what citizenship is and what it means for people that hold it. They               
also learn about the important role of civil society in a democracy. 
 
A real example of active citizens will be exposed to participants on Thursday, June              
1, by non-profit organization SC!FY. Sc!FY believes that science is the struggle of a              
few to conquer a piece of knowledge that belongs to everyone and thus has the duty to                 
return any segment of the science to its owner: humanity 

http://www.tholos254.gr/projects/agora/gr/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ssbNi0c7RAI
http://study.com/academy/lesson/daily-life-in-ancient-athens.html
http://study.com/academy/lesson/civil-society-and-citizenship.html
http://study.com/academy/lesson/citizenship-rights-of-europeans.html
http://study.com/academy/lesson/athenian-democracy-solon-and-cleisthenes.html


(http://www.scify.gr/site/en/) 
 

Saturday, 27, May, 2017 

Morning event: Fostering the youth      
entrepreneurship  
 
Ιn EU there are many international and national programmes and initiatives focused            
on youth entrepreneurship as a mechanism to limit the negative effects of the financial              
crisis and as a necessary and successful tool for reducing youth unemployment            
(‘Europe 2020’ strategy). The participants deepen in some national and international           
programmes and initiatives fostering the youth entrepreneurship in Greece, Italy and           
Bulgaria to reveal what is the effect of their implementation, the mechanisms of their              
distribution among young people, as well as the reasons for the discrepancy between             
the expected and the achieved results. Some good international practices are also            
discussed in relation to the fostering entrepreneurship that would be adaptable in the             
Greek, Italian and Bulgarian conditions. 
 
Each team of the participants uses the key words: young people, Youth            
entrepreneurship, Social Entrepreneurship, Youth Unemployment and their       
presentations are short texts of 250 – 300 words maximum in a form of a structured                
dialogue among them including questions and replies. 
A real example of social entrepreneurship will be presented to participants on            
Friday, June 2, by Wise Greece, a non-profit organization that embraces the well             
known Mediterranean diet, promotes further the benefits of Greek products and at the             
same time, through an organized effort, provides food to the homeless and help those              
in need  making a significant social contribution.  
 

Sunday, 28, May, 2017 
 

Evening event: Self-managed social places – Social       
Economy Enterprises / Discussion and online walk 
Main idea: 
Only active citizens can ensure democracy in a national and European level.  
Giving youth the incentive to be active is what helps them to transform from victims               
of the miserable financial situation, the recession, the austerity, the unemployment           

http://www.scify.gr/site/en/


and the loss of income, the work and the housing. A such, we will grandly see less                 
homeless, unemployed and people living in dire poverty including them migrants,           
people with disabilities, and generally people from less privileged social background,           
less people who never had the opportunities they needed to succeed, less people that              
never got to be accepted for their differences, who never communicated, who never             
got to enjoy justice or solidarity, whose rights were never respected, who were             
isolated by society and, as such, were unable to join in the democratic process. 
 
In today’s cities, the places where people can meet, create, interact, build relationships             
of solidarity and companionship are missing. The intensification of everyday life just            
makes the situation worse. 
 
NIMA gives the participants the chances of virtual tours and brings them in contact              
with self-managed spaces, social spaces that work to cover the needs of their             
caretakers and at the same time work as convoys for a united social and solidarity               
economy.  
 
Self-managed spaces are used to host various events of cultural, educational, or even             
simply supportive character; they house film clubs, theatre groups, local bands,           
childcare facilities and sometimes even homeless and refugees are hosted. It is also             
often that we find there, social kitchens, coffee houses, lending libraries, while food,             
medicine and clothes are gathered to offer to those in need and seminars, garage sales,               
foreign language and dance classes, book presentations and art exhibitions are           
organized.  
In self-managed social spaces it is often to see a lot of independent groups working               
together and it is no surprise when from there we see birthed a lot of new ideas and                  
subcultures in the crisis-stricken Greece.  
 

The Italian team will present examples of        
self-managed spaces in Italy (centri sociali) and how they’re managed today, as well             
as abandoned buildings, warehouses, factories, army camps, and schools that have           
been taken over and transformed by the occupants into focus points for culture and              
politics, free of the control of the markets and the state authorities and bureaucracy.  
Recommended: "Corto Circuito", is one of the many such buildings in Italy as well              
as the oldest and biggest social hub, Milan’s “Leoncavallo”, a city full of restaurants,              
gardens, a bookstore, a cinema, a skateboard court and a club.  
 



The Bulgarian team for its part works on showing          
how the financial crisis and the lack of ready cash money rejuvenated the older and               
simpler kind of trade in Bulgaria: the trading of material goods and services especially              
between small businesses, when instead of money they use “barterley” as currency, a             
form of currency that is equal to the lev, the official currency of Bulgaria.  
Barter is a system of exchange where goods or services are directly exchanged for              
other goods or services without using a medium of exchange, such as money. 
 
The real walk will take place on Friday 1 June (its first part) and on Saturday 2                 
June (its second part)  
 

 
 
 
 

Monday, 29, May, 2017 

Morning and Evening Ideology     
Exercises – Variables of the Real Democracy, Political Democracy, Economic          
Democracy, Democracy in the Social Field, and Eco-Democracy 
 
Starting from the classic definitions of Democracy, the participants, having listened           
and read enough about it, are now creating their own versions of Democracy, based              
on already but also on new knowledge, ideology and relevant values, principles and             
attitudes believed by them as rational and correct. However, not knowing the total             
number of these principles could be considered as right, and not having the ability to               
make comparisons, they end up recognizing some of them as useful variables in a real               
Democracy. They end up to these that help them to understand the true meaning of               
democracy and that represent crucial features for their future. Overall, they express            
them writing them down in short bulleted texts.  
MAIN IDEA 
In a real democracy the economy needs to be a part of society and the state needs to                  
be a part of nature.  
Now that the world faces a multifaceted crisis (economic, ecologic, social, cultural            
and political), we need a similar redistribution of power in all levels. In simple words,               
at every level where the decisions could make in a participatory way, the citizens need               



to take part. 
 
So, this “all-inclusive” democracy implies, in a full co-dependency and          
communication way, the following:  

- a political space where the decisions are made and the political power is             
executed for every single citizen without discrimination and stereotyping,         
based on a system of structures and institutions that supports this effort.            
Democracy in action and not in words while the power is in truth handled by a                
few select “elite” groups. The immediate democracy that ancient Athens used           
to have is a good example even though the right of citizenship was not given               
to all.  

- A financial space where the financial decisions are made and the economic            
power is executed. Given the limited resources and the limited means of            
production it is necessary that the financial power is also redistributed fairly            
among the people (that includes ownership, income, and generally the          
distribution of riches throughout the world). There is no example of this kind             
of democracy in history yet.  

- A social space where are made the decisions that concern (for example) the             
work, or the education – education not only with the sense of school but integrated in                
a process striving for the betterment of people and for the spherical development of              
men, providing them various knowledge and skills, meaning education the training of            
persons as citizens- or the environment, the health issues, the civilisation, and in             
general speaking, for all the topics necessary to build a wholly democratic society             
where decisions are made fairly. There are some historic examples for this, like for              
example the student gatherings of 1968 Paris. 
 
Nowhere in the above spaces do we see people ruling over other people or people               
ruling over the natural world. The aforementioned kind of democracy is one that is              
fully environmentally friendly.  
 

Tuesday, 30, May, 2017 

Morning Ideology Exercises – Use of strategy and         
simulation video games  
 
Based on the mentioned above “notes and bullets” on democratic values,           
principles and behaviours that need to dominate their environment, the participants           
use strategy and simulation video games as a tool, and create a similar digital and               
virtual environment in which the democratic principles are in full play and they             
populate that environment with an avatar complete with a set of concrete democratic             
skills and attitudes, economic, social and cultural patterns. 
 
He is given desires, dreams, ideas, thoughts, critical thinking, abilities, skills, talents,            



ambitions and needs as well as the tools and materials he would prefer for the               
covering them (eg. if he desires to have an adorable profession, he has to follow a                
certain path of acts to achieve it, or if he wants to get some goods or services, he has                   
to choose how to go around getting them etc). 
 
They will also give the avatar a certain understanding of active citizenship, of his              
relationship with his freedoms and rights recognized by the law and which, when             
applied correctly, ensure the equal distribution of political power, as well as of his              
financial and social rights and of how he should go about using them (eg Does he take                 
part in relevant structures? Does he examine the prevailing culture? Does he swallow             
everything the media feeds him? Does he follow art events, etc). 
 
Finally, the participants put their avatar facing various issues relevant to cultural            
differences or others based on sex, nationality, euro, national currencies etc.  
 
The result is to create a view of the participants’ future in their own microcosm, in                
their family, society, school, work environment, and country, in Europe.  
 
Proposal: The Sims. The Sims took ideas from the American psychologist Abraham            
Maslow's 1943 paper A Theory of Human Motivation and his hierarchy of needs. 
 

 
 
 

Wednesday, 31, May, 2017 

Morning event- Presentation of the short “notes        
and bullets” and avatars - Discussion - comments, questions-replies,         
clarifications - Synthesis 
 
The teams need to agree and compose a common catalogue of variables that will              
constitute their beliefs and values in relation to political, financial, social and            
environmental democracy, based on their mentioned above notes and the avatars. The            
resulting catalogue of values and characteristics needs to be representative of all three             
teams. Overall, they need to end up with a definition of their own “all-inclusive”              
democracy in the heart of which they are the avatars.  
 
No matter what values each team has focused on in their notes, no matter how many                
avatars were created, no matter how different these avatars were, out of these, only              
three, one per group, need to be the winner and with him, his skills and stances, his                 
economic, social, cultural, democratic personality. All the participants will need to           



agree on one Avatar for the final presentation. 
A such, the participants attempt to combine, synthesize and recompose the principles,            
values and behaviours suggested by each team and shape with them their desired             
democratic environment and the place they will want to build a future and a life in.  

Evening event– Making an effort to create a         
theatrical performance of the Syzefxis-A Composition of the different contexts of           
the “short notes and bullets” and of the characteristics of the avatars – The first               
Rehearsal of the theatrical performance about the Real Democracy created by           
the participants within a happening entitled “The Economonologue”  
 
The aim is to syntesize all the characteristics of the "ideal democracy" of the              
participants already discussed among them into a special theatrical narrative, an           
alternative artistic performance where the Economy and Democracy will be able to            
coexist based on the way they were envisioned by the participants.  
The performance with the imaginative title “Stand-up economy and democracy - An            
Economo(no)logue” aims to underline the importance that theatre can play in the            
understanding of basic terms, mainly economic, of the youth environment and their            
future, as well as to mobilise them to participate more actively in democracy.  
 
The rehearsal will be repeated every evening until the June 4th, where the             
happening will be taken place at the ART HALL “ALEKA”, in Zografou            
municipality, headquarters of the group NIMA, guided by the actor and leader of             
“NIMA” Nikos Arvanitis  
 

Thursday, 1, June, 2017 

  Morning events 
1st : At the Hotel: “Active citizens for the public good!” - presentation 
SciFY aims to: 

● Bring cutting edge technology into everyday life for free. 
● Devise and implement open, freely accessible, complete information systems         

and offer them freely to the public. 
● Combine the skills of scientists and industry experts for our products, under            

continuous interaction with the public (e.g., consumer groups, other NGOs,          
the public sector, the industry). 

● Offer its products, including all design and implementation details, to          
everyone and actively support the reusing and extension of offered          
technologies into new products. 

The founder, Mr George Giannakopoulos, is a researcher in Artificial Intelligence. 
In the field of e-Democracy  



Democracy around the globe suffers, even in countries where the regime is officially             
democratic. SciFY wants to o change this working in order to help people participate              
in democratic processes wherever they are, to be informed promptly and in            
accordance to their interests. Furthermore, SciFY offers smart tools to government          
bodies, in order for them to encourage and utilize citizen participation. 
Projects 
DemocracIT: To enable citizens to intelligently participate in shaping policies and         
control the legislative process.  For legislators to intelligently analyze citizens'          
comments 
PPI - Active Commons: Now citizens can cooperate better in order to solve social              
problems. 
Supporting Civil Society  
Civil society creates solutions in the space between family and State:  Civil groups             
undertake coordinated actions that change lives, promote and protect Democracy,          
contributing to economic growth and poverty reduction. Unfortunately they work with           
limited resources. SciFY creates solutions that will increase their impact. To offer free             
tools that everyone can use, reducing operating costs and creating multipliable effects 
VoluntEasy: To enable everyone to organize their volunteers effectively.  
Active Commons: To enable citizens to cooperate better in order to solve social             
problems. 
eDESK: For students to be able to have a computer on their school-desk. 
City-R-Us: To enable citizens to "hold" the city in their hands.  

 

 Melina Merkouri in Plaka 
2nd : Walking to the historical old Athens and Plaka neighborhood 
From the metro station "Monastiraki" to the Areos Street, Epameinondas Street,           
Panos street, Pelopidas Street, Kyrrhestes street, Flessas street and Tripodon Street   

 Monastiraki square 

Monastiraki Square: At the time of the Turkish occupation the square was called             
“The Lower Bazaar” or “Square of the Lower Fountain”, because of the fountain that              
used to be there. It was full of cloth industries, tanneries and smithies. The bazaar like                
character of the square has been preserved up until modern times. 

 Tzistarakis Mosque 

The mosque was built in 1759, by the Ottoman governor (voevoda) of Athens,             



Mustapha Agha Tzistarakis. For those interested in the architecture, as well as its             
collections of ceramics, the mosque remains open on Sundays from 8 am to 3 am and                
is considered an extension of the Museum of Greek Folk Art. 

 Hadrian’s Library 

The Hadrian’s Library is built in 132 A.D. by the Roman Emperor Hadrian. It is a                
big rectangular building having only one entrance with a propylon of Corinthian            
order, a high surrounding wall with protruding niches (oikoi, exedrae) at its long             
sides, an inner courtyard surrounded by columns and a decorative oblong pool in the              
middle. Other than the room in which the papyri were kept, there were reading rooms,               
and lecture halls. The library was destroyed around 267 A.D. by the Herulean             
invasion and so today only the west wall is preserved.  

 Roman market - Fethie Mosque (Mosque of the Conquest)  
The Fethie Mosque is built after the Ottomans taking over Athens in 1456 on the               
ruins of a Byzantine church 

 “Pazaroporta” (Barterdoor) 

A bit further down from the gate there is the entrance to the roman market that used to                  
be called “Pazaroporta” (Barter door) in the time of Turkish rule, mainly because             
of the oil and salt markets that were set up in the square. 

 Museum of Greek Folk Musical Instruments 

Museum of Greek Folk Musical Instruments: Entrance is free for all and visitors             
get to see and hear folk musical instruments from different parts of Greece. On              
Thursday the Museum is open until 14.00. 



Aerides (otherwise called the Horologion of Andronikos Kyrrhestes) 
Tower of the Winds an octagonal clocktower in the Roman Agora in Athens that              
functioned as a horologion or "timepiece". Below the frieze depicting the eight wind             
deities — Boreas (N), Kaikias (NE), Eurus (E), Apeliotes (SE), Notus (S), Lips (SW),              
Zephyrus (W), and Skiron (NW) — there are eight sundials. On the roof there used to                
be a brass index that showed which way the wind was blowing. It was supposedly               
built by Andronikos of Cyrrhus who gave the building its alternative name. Other than              
the wind it was also a sun clock. The Tower was built of the first century B.C. and                  
stood in what was practically the center of the city in roman times. Later it was turned                 
into a church, while in Ottoman times is was used as a Tekes, that is a sacred place for                   
prayer for the dervishes.  

 Loutro Aeridon Museum - Museum of Greek Folk Art 

Loutro Aeridon Museum - Museum of Greek Folk Art: The only hamam that             
survives since the time of the Ottoman Empire. It works as a museum and the               
different wings for men and women are preserved, as well as the warm and hot rooms                
of the hamam and the locker rooms. Open until 15.00, with a ticket of two euro, and                 
free entrance for people under 18.  

 Μουσείο Σχολικής Ζωής και Εκπαίδευσης 

The Museum of School Life and Education in Tripodes Street - the most ancient road               
in Athens, and the place where, it is said, Pericles met the hetaira Phynee and where                
Demetrius of Faliro used to take his walks- promotes the history of greek education              
and textbooks. It features one of the most extensive collections of school books and              
materials some of which are 300 years old. Some of those editions are rare and hard to                 
find, while many of the books do not exist in official catalogues and big libraries.               
Other than school textbooks it features a rich collection of materials related to school              



life. It also features children’s books (both greek and foreign), notebooks, school            
ledgers, report cards, maps, children’s magazines and comic books and also school            
books from other countries. The museum is a place full of nostalgia, memories and              
recollections of school years. Older people remember their school days by seeing their             
old books and the wooden tables, writing in tablets. The younger visitors are guided in               
a fun and interesting way and take part in various educational programs, learning             
through play not only about the history of the educational system but also about the               
environment, art, literature, theatre, tradition and civilization.  

 Monument of Lysicrates 

The Choragic Monument of Lysicrates: Lysicrates was a choregos in ancient           
Greece, a rich Athenian that had funded a play. The play won the first prize in the                 
dramatic games of 334 B.C and so Lysicrates received a brass tripod as a prize. He                
built the monument to place the tripod on it (today the tripod is not saved) so it could                  
be seen and admired by the Athenians. There were a lot of monuments of that kind                
with tripods at the top of them but, unfortunately, none were saved. Most existed in               
one single street that was called Tripodes Street.  

 Hadrian’s Gate 
On the far left is Hadrian’s Gate which was built by the Athenians on 131 A.D. to                 
honor the great roman emperor Hadrian.  

 Anafiotika, scenic tiny neighbourhood 

Anafiotika: White houses in the shadow of the Sacred Stone. Whitewashed walls,            
lazy cats, flowering bougainvillias and hidden benches with a view of the entire city              
of Athens 

Evening events 



 Parthenon and Acropolis 

1st : Visit to the archaeological site of the Acropolis and its Slopes 
The greatest and finest sanctuary of ancient Athens, dedicated primarily to its patron,             
the goddess Athena, dominates the centre of the modern city from the rocky crag              
known as the Acropolis. The most celebrated myths of ancient Athens, its greatest             
religious festivals, earliest cults and several decisive events in the city's history are all              
connected to this sacred precinct. The monuments of the Acropolis stand in harmony             
with their natural setting. These unique masterpieces of ancient architecture combine           
different orders and styles of Classical art in a most innovative manner and have              
influenced art and culture for many centuries. The Acropolis of the fifth century BC is               
the most accurate reflection of the splendour, power and wealth of Athens at its              
greatest peak, the golden age of Perikles  
info: http://odysseus.culture.gr/h/3/eh351.jsp?obj_id=2384 
 

 Areopagus 
2nd: Artistic happening in the Areopagus / “The Eumenides” - “Oresteia” by            
Aeschylus – The monologue by Athena, the goddess of wisdom 
 
In classical times, Areopagus functioned as the court in charge of religious affairs and              
crime. In The Eumenides of Aeschylus (458 BC), the Areopagus is the site of the trial                
of Orestes for killing his mother (Clytemnestra) and her lover (Aegisthus). 
About 51 AD The Apostle Paul declared here for the first time Christianity to the               
Athenians. Today the term "Areopagus" also refers to the judicial body, the higher             
court of Political and Criminal Justice in Greece. 
 

Friday, 2, June, 2017 
Morning events 

 
1st : Walking to Thissio neighbourhood and The Ancient Agora of Classical            
Athens (Thissio metro station) 

 Thiseio  The temple of Hephaestus 
Thiseio is a traditional neighbourhood in downtown Athens, surrounded by hills,           

http://odysseus.culture.gr/h/3/eh351.jsp?obj_id=2384


heights and historical sites which are within a walking distance such as the Ancient              
Agora of Athens and the Temple of Hephaestus, a well-preserved temple that used             
to be called “Thiseio” because of the decorative depictions of Theseus’ adventures. 

 Panathinaia Street 
The Ancient Agora of Classical Athens is the best-known example of an ancient             
Greek agora, located to the northwest of the Acropolis and bounded on the south by               
the hill of the Areopagus and on the west by the hill known as the Agoraios Kolonos,                 
also called Market Hill.  
It used to be the philosophical, educational, social, cultural, administrative, and           
financial centre of the city. That was the place where temples, public offices and              
courts used to be, the place where Athenians met to trade goods and services and to                
get informed about the political situation, to discuss their government, exchange ideas            
and to simply talk. The history of the place starts in the end of the Stone Age, while it                   
is full of monuments dating from classical times and up to the 11th century like the                
church of Agioi Apostoloi.  
Panathinaia Street cut through the ancient market, and that road was crossed by the              
big march to the Acropolis that took place in the celebrations for the Panathinaia,              
started by Peisistratos in 566 B.C. and happening on the third year of every Olympic               
event. The part of the road that crossed the market was used as the stadium where the                 
track and horse races events took place.  

 Monument of the Eponymous Heroes 

The Monument of the Eponymous Heroes was a marble podium that bore the             
bronze statues of the ten heroes representing the tribes of Athens (Erechtheus,            
Aegeus/Theseus' father, Pandio/ usually assumed to be one of the two legendary kings             
of Athens, Pandion I or Pandion II, Leos, Acamas /son of Theseus, Oeneus, Cecrops              
II, Hippothoon, Aias and Antiochus / a son of Heracles). Being an important             
information center for the ancient Athenians, it was used as a monument where             
proposed legislation, decrees and announcements were posted.  

 The Painted Porch – VR Representation 
The Painted Porch was one of the most famous sites in ancient Athens, owing its               
fame to the paintings and loot from wars displayed in it. The Stoa/ Porch was the                



location from which Zeno of Citium taught Stoicism. The philosophical school of            
Stoicism takes its name from having first been expounded here, and was derived from              
the Greek word stoa. Zeno taught and lectured to his followers from this porch. 
  

  Stoa of Attalos 
The Stoa of Attalos was built by and named after King Attalos II of Pergamon, who                
ruled between 159 BC and 138 BC. The current building was reconstructed from             
1952–1956 by American architects. The building is particularly important in the study            
of ancient monuments because the reconstruction is as faithful a replica of the original              
building as was possible, given the limitations of archaeology. 

Βασίλειος Στοά Royal stoa, Representation in VR environment 

Stoa Basileios/Royal Stoa constructed in the 6th century BC and substantially altered            
in the 5th century BC. It was the headquarters of the King Archon and of the                
Areopagos council. A statue of Themis (representing Justice) stood in front of the             
building. Copies of some of the city laws were kept in the Stoa. Τhe front of the                 
building was where Socrates met Euthyphro and had the conversation which Plato            
recreated in his Euthyphro. It was where Socrates was formally charged with impiety             
by Meletus. Historians believe that the voting for ostracism, a political practice in             
Athens during the 5th century BC, may have taken place in front of the Royal Stoa. 

 The Odeon of Agrippa 
The Odeon of Agrippa was a large concert hall located in the centre of the Ancient                
Agora of Athens It was built about 15 BCE, occupying what had previously been              
open space in the centre of the agora. The two-storey auditorium seated around 1,000              
spectators and was equipped with a raised stage and marble-paved orchestra. 
 
2nd: Visit to the Hellenic Parliament 



 The Hellenic Parliament 
The Parliament is the supreme democratic institution that represents the citizens           
through an elected body of Members of Parliament (MPs). In the current composition             
the Parliament consists of 300 MPs, elected at the last general elections of September              
20th, 2015. The history of the impressive building of the Hellenic Parliament is             
intimately linked to the history of the Modern Greek state. Initially, the building             
served as the palace of Kings Otto and George I. It became the Parliament and Senate                
building a hundred years after it was constructed, and still houses the Hellenic             
Parliament today. Through all those years, the building has undergone a series of             
changes and has been modernised. 
 
Evening events 

   
                             The National Garden                            architecture in Kolonaki         the Blue Condominium of Exarcheia  

1st: Walking -Architecture and the city 
 
The National Garden contains a huge variety of flora and fauna native to other              
continents. It is watered by a canal dating back to the time of the tyrant Peisistratos                
and used to be used to transfer water to the city.  
One of the most noteworthy parts of the garden is the sun clock (main entrance from                
Amalias Avenue) and the roman mosaic (Vasilissis Sofias Avenue). There is also a             
Botanical collection, while the various ancient columns that can be found in the site              
give it an extra note of archaeological interest. The garden has a children’s library              
where kids can read books, listen to classical music and take part in creative activities               
like drawing or do puzzles.  
 
Kolonaki is a neighbourhood in central Athens which, due to its proximity to the              
centre and what used to be the royal residences has long been thought to be one of the                  
most expensive parts of Athens. Kolonos and Kolonaki are two neighbourhoods that            
sound very similar, although they are in truth separated by a huge gap, something that               
gave rise to a multitude of jokes and humours anecdotes (especially before the war)              
going so far as to give a movie the title “Laos ke Kolonaki” (instead of Kolonos,                
meaning “The people and the rich”).  
 
Exarcheia is a neighbourhood in downtown Athens that has played a significant role             
in the social and political life of Greece. It is famous as a home for anarchists as well                  
of many intellectuals and artists, socialist and anti-fascist groups This is the reason             
that one can find numerous anti-capitalist graffiti in the district. Exarcheia remains            



highly political and that has often caused problems with the police, which continues to              
do nightly unofficial raids. Despite that, Exarcheia still remains a hub of artistic             
activity and numerous people that work in the arts or literary fields chose it as a place                 
to live and/or display their work. 

  
 
2nd: Meeting with Wise Greece Initiative – Youth innovative entrepreneurship in            

the field of social solidarity economy 
 
Wise Greece Initiative represents an alternative form of youth entrepreneurship that           
has at its core the social offer and solidarity. It supports the small Greek producers               
supporting at the same time the people in need. In the framework of the meeting the                
participants left holding a goodbye gift with a selection of its products.  
 

Saturday, 3, June, 2017 
Morning events 
1st: Walking towards to Philopappos Monument 

    
Dionysiou Aeropagitou walkway. Acropolis on the distance 
The theatre of Dionysus and the walls of the Acropolis 
Neoclassical buildings 

 
Starting from the Acropolis Metro Station and Dionysiou Aeropagitou street we leave            
the Acropolis museum, the Odeon of Heordes Atticus and the paths that lead to              
Areios Pagos and the Acropolis rock to walk across from the Odeon and walk up the                
paved streets. A little further down to the left we see carved into the rock the stone                 
house of 4th century BC. Some claim that this was the place where Socrates the               
philosopher was kept prisoner, since there were pieces of pottery found that were             
used to keep hemlock. During WWII a lot of exhibits from the Acropolis Museum              
were hid there, covered under layers of cement for protection.  
 
Returning to the street ahead is the church of Agios Dimitrios Loumpadiaris, a 12th              
century Basilica. The church was named because during the time of the Ottoman era,              
the appointed guard to the Acropolis, Yusuf Agas, meant to kill a lot of Christians and                
planned to bomb the temple at a time when there would be a lot of them gathered. He                  
readied the canons at the Propylaia (right across from where the church was) and              



among them was the large canon “Loumpadian”. On October 26th 1656, at the time of               
Mass lightning fell and hit the power keg, killing Yusuf Agas, his family, and his               
shooters.  
 
Following the street we realise that the landscaping is no less than a work of art. The                 
work of architect Dimitris Pikionis (1887-1968), which he took when he was 67 years              
old, is deemed to be an architectural monument by UNESCO.  

  
Socrates’ prison. In WWII it was used as a place to keep the Acropolis antiquities 
St. Demetrius Loubadiaris’ church 
Pikioni’s tiling  
Kimon’s tombs 

 
Down the street we find Kimon’s tombs, two graves carved into the street that              
belonged to Kimon of Athens, Olympian champion and father of Miltiades, as well as              
the Dora Stratou theatre, usually used for Greek folk dances and folklore in general.  
 
 

    
 "Dora Stratou" theatre. 
The seven thrones carved on the rock.  
Parthenon. 
The Mousaio’s Heroon and the Philopappou monument 

 
On the left side road is also the seven seats plateau, which was probably used as a                 
court of law or governmental facility, and we can already see the Parthenon on the               
Acropolis hill. Under the Philopappou monument is the monument in honor of the             
poet Musaeus, causing the hill to be alternatively called “Musaeus’ hill”.  
 

Athens observatory 

On top of the hill of Musaeus is the Observatory, built in 1846-1890 and whose               
telescope was built in 1902 by Gautier and given the name Dorides to honor the               
biggest investor, a France born Greek who funded the work when he bequeathed his              
fortune to the Greek nation.  



   
Philopappos monument 
The Philoppapou monument was built between 114 and 116 BC by Prince            
Philopappou who settled in Athens after running from Syria. He became a full citizen,              
a chorigos, earned the title of Hypatos and was buried in the hill. We see him pictured                 
in two places on the monument, in one carving on a horse and at the central statue.                 
The monument was a mausoleum, the place where Philopappou was buried in, as it              
was discovered after a dig in 1957. Only one of four sides is preserved.  
 
2nd : Body Percussion - Body Music happening under the auspice of Simone             
Mongelli 
MA in "Music Anthropology" - Bologna - Italy 
Degree in "Traditional Percussion Instruments" - Athens - Greece 
http://www.simonemongelli.eu 
http://simonemongelli.wix.com/bodymusic 
http://www.housekavouri.com 
Internationally acknowledged percussionist, drummer, body music performer,       
ethnomusicologist and educator, graduated in Ethnomusicology (Italy) and in         
Traditional Percussions (Greece), Simone’s extremely personal language focuses on         
sound research and self-expression, finding roots in traditional cultures and interiority,           
fusing styles and musical idioms 
http://www.simonemongelli.eu/index.php?lang=en  
 
At the event, Greek traditional music is used in an environment of compassion and              
mutual understanding with the traditional music of the countries of origin of the             
young participants (Italy, Bulgaria, Greek), which acts as an interpretive means of            
approaching the themes with which they came in contact during the project in a              
verbatim and in a documentary way until today. This way of approaching the             
provided knowledge is also symbolic and highlights the timelessness of Art as a tool              
of informal learning of any knowledge but also by enhancing the skills and already              
provided qualifications. 
 
Body music is also exploited as a tool for exploring the staff and team rhythm of the                 
participants, using musical instruments or simple objects, for a complete rhythmic           
experience and training. 
The method of creating music with the exclusive use of the human body has its roots                
in ancient actions, known in various musical traditions around the world, yet revived             
as a modern form of performance that combines music, rhythm and movement. 

Evening event 

http://www.simonemongelli.eu/index.php?lang=en
http://simonemongelli.wix.com/bodymusic
http://www.housekavouri.com/
http://www.simonemongelli.eu/


 Pnyx 
Artistic happening in Pnyx / “Antigone” by Sophokles – the dialogue between            
Creon and Haemon on Democracy  
Pnyx is where Democracy was first realised. Since the fifth century BC and for almost               
200 years that was the place where the ekklesia was assembled. Thousands of             
Athenians gathered to decide on important matter, to place responsibilities on the            
generals, to judge their actions and their oversights.  
 

Sunday, 4, June, 2017  
Morning events 

  
30 years of Erasmus+  
1st: Participation in public consultation on the Erasmus programme  
This year is the celebration of the 30th anniversary of the Erasmus Programme! 
Nevertheless, celebrating 30 years of Erasmus is not the only European           
accomplishment that is honouring this year. There is also the celebration of the 60th              
Anniversary of the Treaty of Rome. These two (2) anniversaries provide European            
Commission with the opportunity to reflect on the importance of openness, mutual            
understanding and solidarity and an Open Public Consultation for gathering views on            
the Erasmus + program has already launched  
Sharing the opinion about the Erasmus + program, it’s a great challenge for the young               
participants. 
Info:  
http://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/resources/consultations/erasmus-
plus-mid-term-evaluation-2017_en 
 
2nd: Visit to the Acropolis Museum  

  The Acropolis Museum 
The Acropolis Museum is an archaeological museum focused on the findings of the             
archaeological site of the Acropolis of Athens. The museum was built to house every              
artifact found on the rock and on the surrounding slopes, from the Greek Bronze Age               
to Roman and Byzantine Greece. It also lies over the ruins of a part of Roman and                 
early Byzantine Athens. The museum was founded in 2003 and it opened to the public               

http://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/resources/consultations/erasmus-plus-mid-term-evaluation-2017_en
http://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/resources/consultations/erasmus-plus-mid-term-evaluation-2017_en


on 20 June 2009. During the opening of the Museum, the Culture Minister made a               
symbolic gesture that was broadcast around the world, placing a marble piece            
returned from the Vatican Museum in a panel of the Parthenon, a move that              
symbolized the Greek request for reunification of the Marbles to the new Acropolis             
Museum. Today, the new Acropolis Museum has a total area of 25,000 square meters,              
with exhibition space of over 14,000 square meters, ten times more than that of the               
old museum on the Hill of the Acropolis. The new Museum offers all the amenities               
expected in an international museum of the 21st century. 
 

Evening events 
At the “ALEKA” cultural centre in Zografou, the headquarters of NIMA 
 

 
1st: Lecture by historian Eugenia Lagou on “Economy and Democracy - The            
importance of terminology thorough history”.  
 
2nd: Performance of collaborative theatrical happening entitled: Stand-up        
economy and democracy: ''The Economo(no)logue”  
 
Dinner at “Six Brothers’ Greek traditional restaurant (“taverna”) with the band   
 


